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From Faith-Based, by Michael Gafa 

 

Deep and Wide Exercise 

The mission that Christ has placed on His people, and on His church, is both wide (“Go”) and deep (“make 

disciples”).  We are to bring people to Christ (“baptizing them”), and help people become like Christ 

(“teaching them”).  In essence, to be deep and wide is to be fully committed to, and demonstrably effective 

in, both evangelism and discipleship.       

This simple exercise can be done in very little time, but the results are unfailingly revealing and represent an 

important input into the planning process.   

The approach is straightforward: as a leadership team, begin by discussing what it means to excel as a church 

in each dimension (deep and wide).  Then, using the 1-10 scale shown on the grid that follows, invite each 

person to give a personal assessment of where they feel the church is at presently.  I recommend that this 

part be done discretely, perhaps by using sticky notes, and then averaged to get an aggregate score.  

However, if the team is more comfortable doing the assessment as a whole team, by all means do so!  Just 

be sure to invite everyone to participate.   

When you are ready, plot the results on the grid that follows:  
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Here are some questions to discuss as a team: 

1. Does the assessment surprise you in any way?  Why or why not? 
 

2. In what ways might the assessment results help to inform and shape your planning? 
 

3. Is it possible for a church to be well above or above average at being “Deep,” yet well below or below 

average in being “Wide?” Why or why not?  
 

4. What would the impact be if you were able to raise the score for each dimension by one point in the 

coming year?  (The illustration below shows a church that initially assessed itself as a 4 on the ‘Wide” 

axis and a 5 on the “Deep” axis, and then one year later re-assessed itself as a 5 on the ‘Wide” axis 

and a 6 on the “Deep” axis. Each axis improved by one point, which in combination represented 50% 

improvement!           
 

        
                    Initial assessment                                                      One year later                   


